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Message from Matt Gerson, Founder and President of Tracy’s Kids
Just like everyone else, Tracy’s Kids spent 2021 easing back into some
semblance of our pre-COVID lives. Thanks to the ongoing support of our loyal
donors, we were able to keep all our programs on track despite the disruption
to our customary fundraising activities. The Board has my gratitude for its
sound and thoughtful stewardship.
But, as always, the real heroes are the dedicated Art Therapists who kept their
eyes on the prize – providing aid and comfort to the patients, siblings, and
parents we serve. COVID presented a great many obstacles – to their work and
home lives. Each clinic seemed to operate under different rules for in person
care, sibling participation, hygiene, and other steps taken to keep their charges
and communities safe.
The only constant was the dedication, ingenuity and commitment of the
professionals who work under the Tracy’s Kids umbrella. Their
improvisational skills – be it in the clinic or through telemedicine – kept Tracy's
Kids flourishing and our kids successfully navigating this unfair chapter of their
lives.
Therefore, this letter is an open and heartfelt thank you to the women who
make all the difference –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tracy
Beth
Courtney
Kristin
Peyton
Lauren
Alby
Danielle
Jacqueline
Sarah
Catherine
Jessica

-Matt Gerson, Founder and President
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Our Mission

Tracy’s Kids helps young cancer patients and their families cope with the emotional stress
and trauma imposed by cancer and its treatment. We are dedicated to helping the children
and families we serve to be emotionally prepared to fight the disease as actively as
possible—and prepared for the time when they are cancer free.
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Art therapy is a mental health
profession in which patients and Art
Therapists use the creative process
and the resulting artwork to explore
feelings, reduce anxiety, and improve
social skills and confidence.
The Tracy’s Kids team of ten Masterstrained and credentialed Art
Therapists offer a wealth of art media
and approaches to patients from
toddlers to twenty-somethings.
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Young people who endure long courses of treatment or sudden, life altering diagnoses often
experience overwhelmingly scary events. Events too frightening to be remembered and
understood are stored as non-verbal memories. Smells, sounds, visual images, and bodily
sensations can trigger distress. Visual communication helps our patients identify troubling
sensations and memories, put their feelings on paper, and reflect on their experiences in
both art and words, gaining distance from scary events.

In 202 the Tracy’s Kids programs provided
art therap

0

hours of art therapy,
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Tracy's Kids' Work
In 2021 Tracy’s Kids operated at seven treatment centers across the country--four in the Washington, DC
Metropolitan area, one in New York City, one in Baltimore, and one in San Antonio, Texas. All of our services are
offered at no cost to the patients and families we serve. Our patient-centered, open studio approach for
inpatients and outpatients allows us to provide support during all phases of cancer treatment.
Tracy’s Kids began at the Lombardi Cancer Center of Georgetown University Hospital in 1991, and has grown
from one art therapist at one hospital to ten art therapists. They are integrated members of the medical teams
and work directly with physicians, nurses and medical professionals to help address the multi-faceted needs of
each patient.
Tracy’s Kids provides opportunities for relaxation, confidence-building, and self-expression. Using art to identify
fears and feelings, whether conscious or unconscious, the Tracy’s Kids program allows young patients and their
siblings and parents to gain some control over the difficult experiences they are going through.
Year after year, parents tell us that their children come to our clinics eagerly anticipating the art projects they
will do. Shifting the focus from medicine and discomfort to creativity makes treatment days less stressful. Art
therapy can't replace the soccer games, sleepovers and normalcy that are lost during cancer treatment, but
through art kids are able to experience themselves not just as a patient or sick kid, but as creators, in charge of
their art and engaged in meaningful work. We help them find what they are able to do and what they enjoy,
cultivating resilience and hope that the illness will not be forever. And in the process they can trust our trained
art therapists with whatever is on their minds.

Tracy's Kids and the Family
Tracy's Kids focuses on the
children undergoing
cancer treatment, but the
impact of this
disruptive and scary chapter
of their lives extends
well beyond the patient. We
know the entire
family suffers when a child
has cancer, and we
encourage siblings, patients
and other family
members to work with our art
therapists
whenever they can.
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Tracy's Kids and the Pandemic
Though Covid- limited our reach, we have been able to re-expand our work in all seven Tracy s Kids
locations. All our hospitals still re uire masks and social distancing for both staff and patients, but we see
patients at their bedsides and in all our outpatient clinics. Many of our locations started remote art therapy
during Covid isolation, and some have continued to provide tele-health art therapy in addition to in-person
services.
Community Collaboration
During the pandemic we supported
community organizations that serve young
cancer patients such as the Cool Kids
Campaign and Special Love, and we have
continued these partnerships through virtual
art and support group sessions. The image
below shows symbolic self-portraits by four
kids done at a virtual Camp Fantastic art
session enhanced with glow in the dark paint
for a digital surprise!

Tracy's Kids
Unmasked
Tracy's Kids is all about
building community by
working creatively
together. As the
pandemic continued to
limit indoor gatherings,
we sought to give kids
and families a way to
show up in their
communities. In May,
we held a series of
community chalkpainting events called
“Tracy’s Kids
Unmasked,” where
patients and kids came
together in
neighborhoods and
parks to create
masking-tape chalk art
and learn about art
therapy.
We wrapped it up with
a Zoom where the kids
who participated from
different places got to
meet each other and
win cool prizes.

Art Therapy Research
In 2021, we were able to begin our long-awaited PCATS art therapy research study, with participants
enrolled at our Georgetown and Children's National Hospital locations, with other hospitals soon to
follow. The study is a collaboration between our hospital partners and the National Endowment for the
Arts, seeking to quantify the impact of our work.
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2021 Grants to Provide Art Therapy
In 2021, Tracy’s Kids awarded $559,821 in grants to our seven art
therapy program sites.
In 2021, Tracy’s Kids granted the
Georgetown Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center $85,875.
The Tracy’s Kids program at Medstar eorgetown niversity ospital continues with Tracy Councill serving as a
full-time art therapist. Tracy’s Kids has long been the focus of life in ombardi’s pediatric oncology
outpatient clinic, fostering an inviting atmosphere of relaxation while inspiring reflection through creativity.
Creating art in the midst of treatment allows patients to process and respond to their experiences in a healthy
and empowering way. eorgetown ospital’s motto cura personalis” means care of the whole person, and
our program focuses not only on the needs of patients, but of their family members and the medical team as
well.

The program at Georgetown serves patients across the pediatric oncology
spectrum, with a special focus on adolescents and young adults. Young
professionals, college, high school, and elementary-age patients work
together at the art tables, exploring a variety of challenging media. The
examples above show a self-portrait in pencil, an abstract self-portrait in
clay, and a collaborative drawing created by Tracy and a young patient.
Art Therapist Tracy Councill serves as an integrated member of the treatment team, working with
patients, siblings and caregivers in both inpatient and outpatient settings.

In 2021, Tracy's Kids at Georgetown Lombardi provided 1,429 hours of art therapy sessions, 2,033
patient contacts, and 141 hours of consultation with treatment teams.
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In 2021 Tracy’s Kids granted Children’s National
Children’s ational has the ashington C area’s largest pediatric oncology program, with a
that is often filled to capacity, in addition to a twelve-bed one Marrow Transplant unit.

-bed inpatient unit

u , ur n
n r and
o i make up the Tracy s Kids team at Children s ational
ospital. e reopened the art room in the Spring of
, with limited occupancy, and we hope to offer our
popular Scribbling Siblings program in
.

patient contacts, and

logged
hours of art therapy,
hours of consultation with treatment teams in
.
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In 2021 Tracy’s Kids granted
Tracy’s Kids program at SV provides a safe, therapeutic, and fun space for patients of all ages and their
family members to process the emotional stress and anxieties that often go hand-in-hand with the diagnosis of
a chronic medical illness.
s n r or n r n
oo isor rs is housed in the nova Schar Cancer
nstitute. This spacious facility allowed clinic operations, including the Tracy s Kids program implemented by
ssi
ir r , to continue during the pandemic.
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In 2021, Tracy’s Kids granted Methodist Children’s Hospital
The Tracy s Kids program at Methodist Children’s ospital in San Antonio, TX serves a very large and growing
population at a regional medical center. Art Therapist
, who is in her seventh year at
Methodist, is well-integrated into the medical and psychosocial support teams.

n

at
patient contacts, and

provided
hours of art therapy sessions,
hours of consultation with treatment teams.
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In 2021, Tracy’s Kids granted New York Presbyterian Hospital
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uring
, the Tracy's Kids program at
provided
hours of art therapy,
patient contacts, and
hours of medical team consultation.
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nce in the community.
The hospital leadership have told us that, thanks toTracy's Kids, art therapy is now considered the standard
of care at Walter Reed.

uring
1, the Tracy's Kids program at the enry M. ackson oundation provided
of art therapy,
patient contacts, and
hours of medical team consultation.

hours
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Community Support

,

oun r

u o ir
i s
o
o rou
raised $3,384 for Tracy’s Kids at
their annual Cancer Awareness
Tournament in May.
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Tracy's Kids
Methodist Children's Hospital
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Tracy’s Kids is thankful for our generous donors!

$80,000
Friedman Family Foundation

$75,000
Comcast Corporation

$50,000
United Technologies Corporation

$15,000 to $25,000

Barbara and Donald Rosenberg

Ronald & Jo Lauder Foundation

The Boeing Company

Ozmen Foundation

Najim Family Foundation

Honeywell

$6,000 to $10,000

AT&T

Lockheed Martin

CTIA

Leonard and Judy Lauder

Deutsche Telecom

Paul and Laurie Feig

Facebook Fundraisers

General Dynamics

The Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation
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$2,500 to $5,000

3M Foundation

Amy Barrett and Robert Gold

Color Me A Cure Foundation

Jill Lesser

Daphne and Stuart Himelfarb

Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp

RIAA

Susan Goda

National Association of Broadcasters

Yousef Al Otaiba

PenFed Credit Union

San Antonio Area Foundation

David and Suzy Cohen

Anonymous Donors

$500 to $2,000

Blue Bird Auxilliary

James Derderian

Melissa Salten

Kylee Karbe

Capitol Counsel

Manish and Amy Agrawal

Revloution Growth Management Company

Matthew Koll

John Edgell

Melissa Maxfield

CHC/CFC donors

Michael Herson

Brenda and Kent Carter

Preston Padden

Carolyn Lerner

Pritzker Traubert Foundation

Curtis Legeyt

Robert and Mindy Kole

Ernest Pomerleau

The Giving Square

Jackie and Jon Weiss

William Derrough

Zachary and Barbara Horowitz

WUSA-TV Channel 9

Knights of Columbus

Cybergrants Donors

Howard and Janis Berman

Amy Aquilino
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Beth Donovan

Beth Heifetz

Cary Sherman

Charles Levy

David Gerson

Gaven Knighton

Gina and Brooke Coburn

Jeanne Segal

Joe Crowley

Jonathan Weisman

Julia Broas

Leonard Wheeler

Matt Gerson and Susan Kaplan

Michael Harrison

Michael Huppe

Patrick & Marcelle Leahy

Peter Scher

Rye Family Fund

The Ostroff/Topol Family Fund

The Tomoff Family

Tracy Councill

Vic Fazio

Wendy Zimmerman and Stephen Cutler

Benevity Donors

Country Club of Fairfax
Up to $500
Dorothy Chiarantona

Russell Knighton

Teresa Cook

Adelaide Barrett

Rhonda Di Carlo

Amy Isbell

Thillinda Dunleavy

Anthony Arend

Sandra Dunn

Bert Carp

Cynthia Hardy

Beth Donovan & Luke Albee

Marjorie Harper

Brendan Kelsay

Barbara Joyce Hill

Courtenay Valenti

Laura Linton

Damascus Lions Club

Patricia Lubin

Demetra Lambros

Pamela Maskey

Dory Clark

Ronetta McClure

Ellen Patterson

Tammie McIlvaine

Frances and Spencer Walters

Lorraine Palau

Greg Billings
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Margaret Register

Greg Walden

Donna Robinson

Gretchen Opper

Lynne Stephenson

Howard & Jacqueline Chertkof
Foundation

Victoria Toenshoff

Humberto Gomez

Susan Vogel

Jeffrey Shapiro

Joseph Waz Jr

Charities Aid Foundation of
America Donors

Karen and Lyndon Boozer

Ambrosio Rufino

Karen Johnston

Carol Cruikshank

Katy Button

Charles Bradley

Kim O'Keefe Beck

Colleen Hendrickson

Laurence Mallin Fund

Daniel Gibson

Leslie Jennings Heyer

David Mallin

Lisa Whisenhunt

Eric Schwartz

Marcy Romm

Frances Seghers

Mark Leahey

Give Gab Donors

Matthew Koll

Heidi Shore

Matthew Luckett

James Houton

Maya MacGuineas

Janet Gerth

Melissa Patack

Jean-Pierre Linder

Melissa Salten

Jessica Gerson

Nancy & Lanny Breuer

Jonathan Weisman

Rob Epplin

Kate Martin Tedeschi

Sean Murphy

Kathleen Grant

Smiles From Heaven

Mark Roth

Stephen & Amy Kroll

Marshall Clark

Tamera Luzzatto

Mel Mallin

Carolyn Richards

Molly Poullath
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Mort and Elinor Wapner

Mr. and Mrs. Cox

Richard & Donna Khalil

Ruslanbek Monolbaev

Ann Harkins

Seth Davidson

Carolyn Lerner

Shannon Griscom

Cybergrant

Sharmila Kamani

Jeffrey Foor

Stephanie Rufino

Meg and Samuel Flax

Steve Leggett

Amazon Smile Foundation Donors

Toya Randolph

America's Charities Donors

Trudy Redstreake

Carolyn Lerner

William & Lisa Roskens

Rebecca Gray

William Lavery

Sally Rosenberg

Gail Vanderheyden

William Black

United Way NCA Donors

Katie Renehan

Brenda and Kent Carter

Kristi Rood

Bridget Gray

Lisa Patterson

Charlyn Stanberry

Michelle Brady

Eduardo Ferrer

Robert Harscheid

Etta & Brian Hitchcock

Rosemarie Vollaro

James Hahn

Stephanie Speranza

James Powers

Stephen & Mom Seng Seeger

Claudine Camardo

Steven Gottlieb

Elizabeth Brumbeloe

Sue Phillips

Jason Hitchcock

Valerie Lewis

Jennifer Burke Pablo

Natasha Gannon

Leslie Berger

Patricia Lederman

Lynda Richway

Jessica Brieloff

Theresa Laster

Casey Murray

Krysta Zalas
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Madeline Strasser

James Kay

Navneet Miller

Abigail Riddick

Samuel Haugrud

Stephanie Rogers

Teresa Goselin

Zulma Torrecilla

Joe and Vicky Campbell
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